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Investments in China are growing significantly in recent years. It is not 
only Hong Kong investors who take the lead，many overseas companies invest 
in China as a long term plan and a stepping stone to enter this huge potential 
market From the investors' point of view, seeking profitable investment 
opportunities and making the r i ^ t decision under limited resources in an 
efficient and effective way is the biggest concern. An effective evaluation 
model will help them speed up their decision making and increase degree of 
making right ones. Since the evaluation methods used by companies are 
confidential in some sense and are quite opaque to other investors, it is 
interesting to understand more about the actual project evaluation framework 
used by foreign investors in China. Based on their pioneering experience， 
highlights about the pros and cons of the framework can be short-listed. 
Hypotheses on the project evaluation framework are set basing on the 
context, process, evaluation criteria and strategies. In this study, investors are 
classified into three major types, namely the (1) aggressive core-related 
business-growth seeking, (2) aggressive non-core related business growth 
seeking, and (3) core-related business growth with cost concerned Their 
evaluation frameworks are (1) formally structured, (2) semi-structured and (3) 
-informally structured respectively. From the findings of a primary research, (1) 
the formally structured companies are mostly large and mature companies. 
They are more likely to be invited by the China partner for investment in 
參 
China (2) For the growing and composite companies, they have an aggressive 
growth and diversification strategies. Their evaluation criteria are a mixture of 
financial indicators, business opportunities and personal relationship 
establishment. For them, having a flexibility in handling the project evaluation • • 
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� with a semi-structured approach is advisable, but their non-focusing evaluation 
t criteria may diversify their attention and energy. (3) Most of the companies if I with informally structured framework are at the initial stage of their investment � . 
I in China. They have simple business objective such as core-related business 
I I- growth or cost control. If they are going to move toward having more 
I I investment in China and diversification of their business, evaluation approach 
m-
I used by the existing aggressive non-core related business growth seeking 
I companies can be employed by them as reference. 
I 
I In summary, further to the identification of these three topologies, a 
general rule was found from the analysis. Flexibiltiy in terms of context and 
process is crucial for companies. No matter what stages of investment, 
I business sizes and business types, a certain degree of formality in context or 
structuring in process is recommended. For companies already having formally 
I structured framework, they should flexibly adjust their context or process for 
I 
f different types of projects. However, it is out of our expectation that 
regulative studies is not of great interest to the companies when they made 
investment decisions in this uncertain China Market. 
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CHAPTER I r • - _ • 
INTRODUCTION r,.. . . . . . . 
Due to the change in China's economic, political and social environment 
in recent years, foreign investment in China continues to grow enormously. 
Expansion of capital investment is a sign of the economic growth and 
prosperity. Investors are seeking profitable investment opportunities and 
aiming to make right decisions under limited resources. With an effective 
evaluation method, investors can be more confident in making the best use of 
their resources. Different investors from different countries or business sizes 
have their own evaluation approaches or methods for their investment in China. 
It is interesting to understand what procedures or evaluation criteria are 
actually used by them. 
Methods of project evaluation and analysis techniques have been largely 
discussed by many scholars. However most of them concern from the financial 
or economical point of view. Whether the investors are using these theories in 
practice is a question mark. Especially for project investment in China, as the 
market has just been opened for about ten years, its economy and situatiorqare 
not so familiar by foreign investors and capitalistic investors. Procedures, 
context and evaluation criteria related to project evaluation vary across 
companies. As information related to investment, especially at the developed 
stage, is confidential for a company, evaluation framework used by investors is 
參 
rather opaque. 
In this paper, we try to study the practical project evaluation framework 
which is used by the foreign investors in China. Investment concerned is the 
real investment rather than the financial investment. The evaluation framework 
will include the structure of planning and decision process that is suited for 
• 少 • • 
• . i 
L- ‘ . 
2 
project evaluation，procedures used, evaluation criteria affecting their decision 
making and strategies used in their investment It is hoped that this study can 
provide some inspiring points that investors can pay attention to when they 
make their investment decision in China. 
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BACKGROUND 
Business Enviromnent In China 
During the past decade, a restructuring of the economy and a series of 
reforms in China have taken place. The economy was predominantly 
agricultural oriented and characterized by centralized planning, administration 
and control. However, during the reform, it is moving from the commune 
system to a household- or enterprise-responsibility system. Due to the drive 
towards modernization and reform leading to the implementation of the "open 
door" policy in 1980s, foreign companies are invited to participate in China's 
trading and investment opportunities. Many investors rush into the China 
market because they believe the market is large and has potential to grow. 
There is a common jargon that "there are billions of people in China, even earn 
a dollar from each of them, the company will earn billions. •， 
China has established clear trade and investment priorities. For the past 
few years, it has encouraged the development of value-added export products 
and manufactured goods while reducing its reliance on the export of raw 
material such as petroleum. Investment priorities are given to (1) projects 
making new machinery, materials and equipment readily marketable 
domestically and internationally, (2) projects that improving existing products 
making them more competitive on the world market, (3) projects associating 
with building the infrastructure relating to energy, communications, 
transportation and agriculture (Keijer, 1992). 
It is reasonable to recognize that each government will encourage 
business that will help the growth for thp economy of the country. As China is 
- ‘ . 
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� a developing country, what it needs is different from those developed countries. r 
• From the marketing point of view, China should be treated as a customer of a 
company and a company should have a drive to suit the needs of the China 
counterpart, rather than to serve just the needs of its own. 
In particular, the following pieces of information are important for 
evaluating the market profile : the government policy, investment incentives, 
restrictions on foreign investment and investors, labor relations, social security 
and regulative environment, such as the tax, audit and accounting，banking and 
finance and business entities systems. Types of investment are broadly divided 
into "Equity Joint Venture", "Contractual Joint Venture", "Wholly Foreign 
Owned" and others. These different forms can enable China to get the hands-
on experience in Western technology, management and processing techniques, 
as well as the foreign exchange. 
Evaluation Model 
Evaluation Techniques 
With a marketing approach in project evaluation, the profile reports in 
analyzing the market, the company, the product, the competitors have to be 
established in order to set the target segment and define the managenient 
objective. Based on the SWOT analysis, the company will understand its own 
strengths and weaknesses and know the opportunities and threats of the market. 
Beside this orientation, financial decision models are widely discussed 
for the investment appraisal. Evaluation techniques are basically derived from 
the definition of investment including : (1) decisions are taken by companies 
so as to maximize owners' wealth, (2) owners' wealth can be maximized 
throu曲 maximizing owners' purchasing jyower, (3) purchasing power can be 
maximized through maximizing amount of cash the company pays out to 
» 
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• shareholders in the form of dividends, (4) with the introduction of the time 
i dimension the objective becomes the maximizing of the value of the dividend 
flow through time to the shareholders, (5) the maximization of the value of the 
dividend flow through time maximizes the stock markets' value of the 
company's ordinary share capital (Lirniby, 1983). 
The financial return is emphasized using various evaluation tools. 
Traditionally，the most widely used appraisal decision methods are the 
•Payback' and 'Return on Capital Employed' (ROCE). Alternatively, "Net 
Present Value' (NPV), 'Intemal Rate of Return' (IRR), 'Benefit/Cost Ratio' and 
'Sensitivity Analysis' are common methods. Models are even modified to 
accommodate for the risk，taxation and inflation factors. 
Either from the marketing or financial perspective of evaluation, both 
the internal and external factors have been taken into consideration and 
integrated into an interacting process to facilitate decision making and 
strategies setting. Different companies may have different degree of focus for 
internal and external factors, which normally are decided with a set of 
evaluation criteria implicitly or explicitly owned by the decision makers;肌d 
affected by various parameters of the companies, such as business nature. 
Decision Process for China Investment Project ^ 
In reality, decision process is more complex, especially for investment 
in China. Apart from the possible utilization of the evaluation model, the 
structure for the planning and decision making process is a factor of critical 
concern. . 
In order to have a successful investment in China, some specialists 
recommend that effective strategy used for China investment should include 
solid planning, sound positioning, and effective negotiating. These combined 
with realistic evaluation and healthy doses of patience and persistence. 
• I 
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Questions like the followngs have to be asked before starting out : (1) Does 
China fit into our overall strategic plan? •…(2) Have we had experience in other 
parts of Asia or at least in developing coimtries, (3) Can we accept a 
moderate degree of economic risk and a fairly high degree of political 
risk?....(4) Must this business show results within the first few quarters?..…(5) 
Can we commit the staff and other resources to a China project for as long as 
reasonably necessary? (6) Can there be creativity and flexibility as long as 
the overall objectives are being met? •…(7) Will the form of business under 
consideration be at least somewhat familiar? (Keijzer, 1992). 
As it can be seen that beside the understanding of the external factors 
like political, economical, legal and social situation of China, internal factors of 
the company have to be evaluated during their investment decision. These 
include the resources availability, company strategies and risk acceptance level 
of the company. Other factors will include the ties establishment, availability 
of information and supporting network and the corruption factors. Beside 
considering these political and economic factors, cultural factors are another 
major issues in the decision process. Although Hong Kong Chinese investors 
have the advantage of same origin when compard to the western investors, 
living and growing up in different societies make people think differently. 
‘ I 
• • • Evaluation Framework 
Points for consideration during the decision making have been 
discussed However, there are a lot of factors needed to be understood before a 
complete picture of evaluation framework can be drawn. Beside knowing 
"what" are the criteria, "who" and "how" are important words to draw the lines 
for the boundary. Therefore, this study is going to highlight points not just 
concerning the strategies, but also the evaluation structure, procedures or basis 




expected that different frameworks across different investors will be observed 
in this study. From possible alternative approaches derived from the study, it is 
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^ LITERATURE REVIEW 
Scope 
The review will basically be divided into parts relating to internal, 
external and strategies factors affecting the investment decision. It allows us to 
understand the strategies of various companies, internal or external oriented 
attitudes, the evaluation criteria including location selection criteria and the 
interaction amongst different industries, size and stage of investment Major 
sources of information will be based on theories and idea from books and 
journals. Other factual information will be supplemented from newspaper 
clippings.... 
Internal Factors For Investment Decision 
Planning Systems 
Planning is on the mind of leader and some corporations have gone ifi^ 
China on the strength of the personality and insights of one man. Small and 
medium size companies are usually vAth sole proprietorship or relatively 
centralized top management. Their entry in China door is driven by the gut 
feeling or opportunities grasping of the owner. For example, Mr long of 
Tomson selected to invest 90% of the company investment capital into 
Shanghai and underwent a large scale reorganization between 1990 to 1993 
(Building Journal Hong Kong China, Novemebr 1994). Mr Kazuo Wada of 
� Yaohan claimed that the next decade would be the China decade and showed 
9 
large commitment to the China market (Asian Business, July1994). Mr. 
Stephen Hunt, deputy chairman of Cathay International Holding, Pic, expressed 
his vision in an interview that it was possible to grow a substantial business by 
investing in China's basic industries. A careful approach to what business to 
get into and a long-term view should be taken. The company had a 
multinational team, capable of not only identifying the investment opportunities 
in China, but also structuring the deals so that they would be attractive for the 
shareholders (AMCHAM, October 1994). 
On the other hand, some companies will stress on planning, well-
established strategies, proper market research, best partner, appropriate 
technology match and market match. They believe that China investment is the 
natural extension of company's overall business strategy in Asia. General 
Automatic Corp. had investigated the China market by conducting a feasibility 
study on manufacturing and marketing opportunities for heavy duty transit and 
tour buses in China (Obert, 1994 ). 
It can be seen that planning system used by companies will range from 
implanned to well-established depending on the approach of top management 
Their plans will be in both long term md short term. Further from the term of 
plan, sensible questions to follow will be "Will their plan be a complete picture 
before their investment?"; "Will the plan be established side-by-side during _ 
negotiation of investment?". 
Resources Usage 
Some companies may evaluate the project using internal resources or 
with the help of external consultants, such as legal advisers, management 
consultants. They may spend substantial time and investment in technical 
support to bring the local vendor up to speed by including the involvement of 
China's network of university. Consultant within China will be called upon, for 
� 
‘ • . ‘ ‘ 
10 
example, national foreign trade corporate & provincial development authorities. 
Sometimes, they will not only rely on one consultant, extensive consultation 
such as holding five negotiations at once is common to some companies 
(Kdjzer，1992). 
‘ Beside the consideration of research resources, the operation resources 
is another major issue : "Whether internal staff can handle the operation?"; 
"Whether the acceptance of move of staff to China is well acknowledged by 
staff?"; and "What management skill can be transferee! from internal resource 
or can be utilized in China?". For example, Mars Candy Company appointed 
distributors in Hong Kong to serve the market during its investment in China 
around 1990. On the contrary, Canpotex utilizes the internal resources by 
involving all levels of bureaucracy and Xerox even establishs a spirit of 'shared 
purpose' for the local authorities to help minimize negotiating strain (Keijzer, 
1992). 
External Factors For Investment Decision 
Business Opportunities 
China's open policy in 1980's has created an opportunity for the foreign 
1 
investors. People rush into the market starting from the tertiary industry ratfier 
than the primary industry. Statistics showed that between 1979 and 1990， 
foreign investment in tertiary industry was US$25 billion, making up 51.4% of 
the total contractual value of the total foreign investment. Within those tertiary 
industries, investment in hotels, tourism facilities, real estate ranked first 
* 
making 54.7% of total foreign investment in tertiary industry (Dao, 1992). 
Investors favor the secondary and tertiary industries with less investment 
amount and quick economic returns and a short return cycle. It has been found 
that most foreign investments is of small scale and production scale with fairly 
- / . » . � . • • • 
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high production capacities is small and their economic efficiency is poor. 
Statistics of 300 biggest foreign funded investment companies show that their 
average investment is no more than US$5million (Dao, 1992). This is some 
what a common historical situation and strategy used by foreign investment. 
Due to the change - of environment and business establishment in China, 
business starts to expand 
In order to attract foreign fund, various localities have adopted more 
preferential policies attracting overlapping and ordinary projects. Over 50% of 
40,000 foreign funded enterprises in China are with small projects that have 
processed material supplied by foreign businessman, assembled parts supplied 
by clients and processed parts according to buyers' samples (Dao, 1992). It is 
easy to understand that foreign investors hope their products occupy the China 
market, while Chinese side hopes its products can enter the world market. 
For those investments in secondary industry, processing and backward 
industries are the most common ones. They are mostly electronics, machine 
building, light industrial, textile and pharmaceutical industries. Most of them 
produce intermediate products and only a few projects turn out raw and semi-
finished materials. By industry types, over 90% of investment is in production 
type projects, with the share of export-oriented, high-technology companies in 
the fields of textiles, electronic machinery, chemical and apparatus, which 
China is encouraging and increasing (Hiraiwa, 1992). Development of high-
tech and export-oriented companies is a key program of the state and much is 
expected from foreign capital in this area. 
By understanding what the natures and characteristic of the customers 
are, investors will be an advantage to hit the right market. What China requires 
will affect the strategies used by the foreign investors. Based on information 
from China authorities, the following, seven categories investment are . ‘ 
encouraged since 1991 : (1) agricultural development & sectors providing new 
agricultural technology, (2) energy, transportation, communication, and other » 
12 
... - 'v 
infirastructures sectors, and raw material sectors currently suffering from short 
supplies. (3) sectors promoting high technology and the improvement of 
product quality, higher productivity, reduced pollution, and higher economic 
efficiency. (4) export-oriented industrial sectors which meet actual demand in 
international markets, raise product sophistication, develop new markets, and 
generate hard currency through exports. (5) industrial sectors developing new 
products or producing new facilities or material commensurate with market 
demand (6) industrial sectors equipped with new technology and new facilities 
promoting resources and the recycling of resources and (7) processing sectors 
which, while importing raw materials, export most of the resultant products 
(Hiraiwa, 1992). 
Priority will change with time, investors have to be alert and flexible 
enough to catch up with the changes. Since 1979, encouraged business have 
included infrastructure, property, value added export products, transformation 
on automobiles, electronics, textile, light, foodstuff industries, mining, energy, 
transport industries (Chang, 1992). 
Business opportunities are not just coming from the government policy. 
Potential market growth is reflected from the growing purchasing power of 
people. Company's willingness to invest to study business opportunity is also 
important. US pharmaceutical group Smithkline Beckman, having a JV in 
Tianjin, had spect several years studying the distribution system and gathering 
market intelligence, before launching its product in China in 1987. It 
successfully penetrated the medicine market. In the recent years, shoppers' 
spending power is far outstripping and is demanding the latest styles and 
consumer product innovations. Building brand name consciousness is 
becoming critical to effective marketing (Caplen, 1992). 
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Regulative Enviromnent 
Regulatory environment includes laws regarding the trading, securities 
markets, financial matters, business entities, labor relations, accounts and 
taxation systems, etc. Due to the scope of studies in this project, we shall only 
focus our discussion in some significant aspects at this stage. 
Legal Structure Regarding To Investment 
There are a lot of authorities guarding the foreign investment in China. 
Prior approval is required for the establishment of all foreign investment 
enterprises and foreign enterprises. Registration with the appropriate 
government authorities is mandatory. The Ministry of Foreign Trade and 
Economic Cooperation is responsible for the approval of foreign investment 
projects (Price Waterhouse, 1993). 
The Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (MOFERT) and 
The State Planning Commission (SPC) control the business enviromnent 
through s树em of licensing, regulatory taxes, customs tariffs. Their main tasks 
are (1) maintaining three-tiered structure import & export, with (a) central 
control of critical items e.g. raw material, petroleum, (b) mid-level control 
(conform to provincial priorities) and (c) market control of remainder; (2) 
solving the problem of lacking convertibility of currency, by regulating FX that 
can retain by enterprise selling aboard and allocating amount in case of import; 
and (3) subsidizing directly and indirectly to local enterprises (Keijzer，1992). 
Beside these authorities，Joint Venture Law is another source of 
regulations for foreign, investors. Joint venture law was amended in April 
1990，whereas regulations legalizing the transfer and re-transfer of usage right 
of state-owned land in Chinese cities & provisional regulation governing large-
scale land development schemes by foreign investors were enacted in May 
. ‘ . , 、.i • 
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1990. In December 1990, amendment to Joint Venture law had abolished 
restrictions on duration of Joint Venture (Hiraiwa, 1992). 
For the tax regulations, foreign corporation income tax law and detailed 
regulations for its application were inacted in 1991，this resulted in a single 
income tax law for all foreign affiliated firms and set standards for preferential 
tax rates for different regions and industries (Hiraiwa, 1992). 
Company Structure 
EJV Equity Joint Venture and CJV Contractual Joint Venture are the two most 
common types of company structure used by foreign investors in China. Each 
type of structure has its unique structure that will serve different purposes. 
For EJV, joint stock enterprise is newly created and each party 
contributes equity and share in management of the investment operation and 
risks. The shares are issued in certificates rather than share of stock. In most 
cases, China partners will provide land, factory, infrastructure, some material 
and machi;Qery, labor, while foreign partners will provide technology, capital, 
equipment, machinery, external marketing expertise, management, possibly 
additional working capital. Period of cooperation will usually have a duration 
10-25 years, with foreign equity proportion from 25-100%. The decision will 
be made in the joint board of directorship (Keijzer, 1992). 
For CJV, foreign company provides its share (technology making) at a 
given value & is repaid at a set rate of return. Profit is shared at a proportion 
agreed without regard to contribution, while each party is separately 
responsible for tax and other liabilities. (Keijzer, 1992). 
* 




"Is maximizing the wealth the only objective of investment?". This may 
‘ only be the ultimate objective. "What secondary aims have a high priority for 
consideration during the investment?". "Or what is the drive of investors to 
invest in a developing country, especially China?". 
Globalization is an obvious reason. For most companies, globalization 
process does not occur through conscious design. It is the unplanned result of a 
series of corporate responses to a variety of threats and opportunities appearing 
at random abroad Broadly speaking, they are raw material seekers, market 
seeker, and cost minimizers (Shaprio, 1992). Due to the change in the world-
wide situation, companies have to adopt a more global strategy to maintain its 
competitiveness. Globalization does not only help company to find the ways of 
seeking raw material, new market, cost reduction, but also establish channels 
for fiind transfer, profit allocation and tax reduction. Investment overseas can 
be treated ^ a tool for portfolio diversification. Companies also take the view 
for economies of scale and economies of scope when they consider their 
investment. Especially US companies, they feel investment is the best way to 
gain access to the China market, either now or in the long term, therefore they 
are willing to endure the current difficulties and are positioning themselves to 
take advantage of the potential but to minimize their exposure to risk and 
complexity. Cathay Intemational Holdings Group bought into a few cash flow 
projects. It would have a 20-year franchise to collect toll for uses of bridges 
and tunnel. Its strategy was to acquire controlling interest in joint venture and 
thus enhanced direct access to cash flow (Hong Kong Business, August 1994) 




X Take Swire as example, its strategic goal is paying attention to lay a 
solid foundation and an influence, having an eye on the development in years 
and dozens of years. First, it is aimed at establishing a certain bond with China 
in order to lay a friendly foundation for development of business on them in 
future. They believe that one must conduct thorough and careful investigations， 
\sMe proceeding with, special attention is paid to establishing good 
relationship with relevant Chinese government departments such as financial 
and journalist circles. "Policy Maotou Liquor and seal on contract are equally 
important" (Han, 1992). Mr. Hemy Cheng of New World Development 
expressed the importance of establishing connection in China to make doing 
business there success (Executive, February 1994). In the 1980s, Tsang Hin-
CM, Chairman of Goldlion Holdings, moved to China. He started up his 
business in the counters of many department stores and was in the process of 
cultivating strong political ties (Far Eastern! Economic Review, November 
1994 )• 
Other companies are setting up connection with Chinese in long term 
and creating awareness of the local people. These companies may further 
increase their visibility by sponsoring sports events. Building human ties with 
local counterparts become a concrete rule. Some companies believe that 
successful business in China is based on good relations with local officials or 
quirks in the way the rules are interpreted. Different channels of business are 
set up to enhance the connections. They believe that domestic partner can give 
help to their investment. The domestic companies have a lot of money and they 
• 
kiiow the market better than anyone. Investors think that decentralization of 






To show coirnnitment of their interest in China business, companies act 
to merge themselves into this market. They may show commitment through a 
highly visible field demonstration program or to provide education to produce 
their own quality benchmark. Companies show their commitment by setting up 
training teams in their existing investment or set up teams of knowledgeable 
expatriates to supervise and help manage the business. 
Flexibility 
Due to the volatility of China environment, companies are using flexible 
strategy to face the situation. For example a company devised a creative way to 
help their partner to minimize foreign exchange outlays. Creativity，flexibility, 
willingness to wait until right partner can be found; making creative deal-
marking with right partner in right geographical areas and taking flexible 
j 
arrangement in size, scope & finance are commonly used strategies. 
Partner Choosing 
It is interesting to find that companies are careful in evaluating potential 
partners. They will take time and energy to shop carefully for right partner 
payoff. Some companies will draw on powerful contractors through Hong 
Kong companies in order to search for the right partner. It had been claimed 
that foreign companies were choosing their JV partners carefully. A 
sympathetic partner could sort out many hassel such as the bureacracy (Asian 




� S u i t i n g The Needs Of Investment 
The needs of investors in China seem to be clear that foreign investment in 
China is growing tremendously in recent years. We can find from the business 
news that most of the projects successfully dealt are those fit the needs of 
China. Most of them are infrastructure, high technology related investment. 
The superhighway project around US$2B in Southern China by Hopewell is 
the most distinct example. One analyst predicts Gordon Wu to spin off others 
to turn Hopewell into a holding company with large stakes in infrastructure 
companies (Asian Business, February 1994). It is not a sharp change in the 
company' strategy. Actually, Hopewell is expanding its fundamental business 
into a stronger umbrella - construction (Asian Business, Novermber 1994). 
Expanding the core business and branch into China market is the usual 
way to enter this new market. Projected profits are used for reinvestment to 
generate future income. Some companies like to have a portfolio of investment 
in China, makiiig short term return and long term return stream by spreading u 
potential investment risk into projects with stable return and high return 
projects (Dao, 1992). 
Summary 
From the above review, there are a lot of issues that needed to be 
considered by the investors during their decision making for investment in 
China. These items include issues ranging from the internal resources to the 
external environmental factors and ranging from top level strategy setting to 
detailed operation process. In order to study the actual situation, hypothesis on 
project evaluation framework including the internal planning structure, 
decision making and operation process, evaluation criteria and strategies setting 
is set in the following Chapter. 




FRAMEWORK SETTING AND HYPOTHESIS 
Framework Setting 
In order to describe the project evaluation model in a more concrete 
term and basing on the literature review, we wish to define some models based 
on four parameters, namely (1) context, (2) process, (3) evaluation criteria and 
(4) strategies. As we can see from the above literature review, different 
companies have different modes of project evaluation that may depend on 
various independent variables, such as company size, business type or stage of 
experience of investment in China. Therefore, we make the following 
hypothetical definitions for the use in this research. 
u Context 
Formal - Assume the company has a well established project team. 
Every member will have well-defined role with clearly defined 
responsibilities concerning the project evaluation Analytical 
models are set up and maintained. Top management will 
‘ usually involve at the later stage for decision making or at the 
early and final stage of the project. 
Informal - Assume the company has no formal establishment of project 
team. Top management is the main decision holder. 
Operational level will only involve in supporting function with 




Mixed - Assume the company has an established project team. The 
positions and responsibilities are not so well-defined as formal. 
Decision process will be mainly involved by the top 
management, while the middle or operational level has ad-hoc 
or little involvement in the decision process. 
Process 
In view of the process of project evaluation, we can broadly classify into 
two levels. Companies may carry out studies which focus on internal resources 
such as human resources avaiability and external focus such as the market 
potential, business opportunities and market research. We believe that some 
companies will be more aware of external environment, e.g. the retail 
companies, property developer. However, some companies may be 
concentrating more on the internal resources, such as the manufacturing 
companies who will be more cost control oriented. Therefore the first level of 
process hypothesis will be about what kind of information is more relevant to ) 
i. '乂 ‘ and concerned by the companies. 
The second level was in the procedure of conducting the studies, how 
the studies be carried may vary among companies. For established companies, 
studies will be carried out in a more regular basis and even in accordance to 
some form of procedures. For those frequent investors, they will produce more 
structured procedures for the staff to follow. 
Hypothesis On Study Scope 
Open objective study - Assume the company has high awareness to outside 
information and market environment. Market 
research, competitors studies, regulative studies are 
the most coxnmon studies. Company will be 
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flexible enough to be ready to change internal 
environment to fit for external situation. 
Close objective study _ Assume the company stress more on the internal 
resources and problems. Awareness to external 
environment will be low. They may be passive in 
information collection by just receiving reports 
from specialist or no external studies are carried 
out. 
Hypothesis On Study Procedures 
Structured • Proper procedures are set to follow with emphasis on 
regular or continuous collection of information. 
Semi-structured 睡 Proper procedures are set up to follow but not in a regular 
basis, or no proper procedures are set up but in a regular 
basis. 
Non-structured _ No proper procedure is set up. There may be no time 
1 � limit to carry out the study and only in an ad-hoc or once 
for all basis. There will be no emphasis on the study 
method or process. 
Evaluation Criteria 
From the literature review, we can see that there are many evaluation 
criteria to be concerned by the investors, especially in China market. Political 
risk, inflation factor, relationship establishment seem to be specifically needed 
to be considered. For simplicity, we classify the criteria into several board 
types as follows: 
Financial indicators - Most company will rely on sets of financial 
indicators during the evaluation, such as the internal 
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rate of return, net present value of project 
investment, profitability and risk levels，etc. to help 
their final investment decisions. 
Business opportunity - Investors will seek special businesss opportunities 
available to them. Those opportunities may include 
advantages such as those from the JV partner and 
incentives from government. 
Cost orientation - Company will concern about the funding 
requirement for the investment. Cost reduction 
enhancement by the investment or reduction on cash 
outflow for the investment are some major concerns. 
Location selection - Distance and locality of investing areas are 
concerned by companies. Ease of transportation and 
good economic background of investment areas can 
encourage more investments. 
Relationship concern - Good personal relationship set up and connection 
丨力 requirement are major concern for investment in 
China. 
Strategies 
Different companies may have different strategies which may affect and 
may be affected by their evaluation criteria or process of project evaluation or 
context. 
Conservative . - Business growth will be in a more prudent way 
and expand to core related business. 
Aggressive - Business growth will be in an aggressive term 
and company will diversify its business into 
other business streams or unrelated business. 
I ft 
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Profitability oriented - Companies will seek for quick and high return 
for the investment 
Cost leadership - Company will concentrate on cost control of 
production or manufacturing, such as the 
manufacturing companies. 
Relationship establishment - Company has long term view in China 
investment and wish to establish long term 
relationship with the China partner. Near term 
investment will enable personal relationship 
establishment and enhance longer term 
corporation. 
Hypothesis 
Basing on the above possibilities in the different parameters, we have to 
relate these models with the independent variables of investors, such as 
business size, business type and stage of investors. In order to analyze or help 
establish project evaluation framework for various companies, and to evaluate 
which will be better, the following hypotheses are developed in this research : 
Hypothesis 1 - There are different project evaluation contexts among 
companies of different stages of investment, different 
- business sizes and different business types. 
Hypothesis 2 - There are different project evaluation processes among 
companies of different stages of investment, different 
business sizes and different business types. 
Hypothesis 3 - There are different project evaluation criteria among 
companies of different stages of investment, different 
business sizes and different business types. 
24 
Hypothesis 4 - There are different strategies among companies of 
different stages of investment, different business sizes and 





A descriptive research was employed with the tool of questionnaire. 
Mailed questionnaires were used, having the advantages of saving cost & time， 
wide distribution, and being the convenient way to reach respondents. 
Telephone interview was not recommended as its critical shortcoming was that 
most of the interviewees would be middle to senior managers, who would be 
too busy to answer telephone interviews and share the confidential matters over 
the phone. 
The questionnaires were in a semi-structured and undisguised format. 
The semi-structured nature could take advantage of "easiness to answer by 
respondents" due to structured questions and answers, as well as "openness to 
new ideas" due to some open-ended questions. As the project conducted by 
MBA students would not involve issues of commercial interest，an undisguised 
approach might enhance cooperation. 
Population And Sampling 
Due to the relatively organized and easy-to-access nature, listed 
companies of Hong Kong Stock Exchange were used as the sampling frame for 
the research. In the meantime, as the listed companies covered a wide range of 
industries, and had relatively large business sizes in terms of market 
capitalization value, they should have project investment or intention to have 
project investment in China in the near future. A study with them as the 
* 
sample should also give a quite representative picture about various 
corporations of reasonable size as far as China project investment was 
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concerned Meanwhile, time and manpower limitation was also a concern that 
we needed to confiiie our sampling search and number to an affordable level. 
The listed companies should be an appropriate framework for our study. 
Listed companies in the newspaper were used as the population list. 
The list was clustered into different categories by the different business'nature, 
such as the financial sector, manufacturing sectors. One hundred samples were 
selected Since the total number of listed companies in Hong Kong was about 
500, one out of five companies in each sectors are selected. A number was 
drawn from a random table to determine the first sample to be selected in each 
sector, then samples were chosen for every five companies down the coluiim of 
newspaper. Finally, 100 samples were selected. 
Questionnaire Design And Data Collection 
Questionnaire Design 
The questionnaire was divided into five sections. As investment would 
cover a longer period of test data. We had confined the data to be within the 
period from 1989 to 1994. We chose this period because difficulties might 
arise for the companies to answer the question if the period was too long. For 
the recent five years span, it can reasonably cover the longer-term investment 
projects. Investors at different stages of investment could also be 
distinguished. In addition, since the investor might be Chinese based company, 




Section A - Stage Of Investing Company 
Number of investments that were considered and implemented was used 
as indicator for the stage of investors. If a large number of projects that had 
been implemented, the experience of investors will be accumulated more. 
Different approach may be used 
Section B - Context Of Proiect Evaluation 
Context was defined with parameters of project team, degree of 
specialization of role of team members, different managerial level decision 
involvement level. Different degrees were represented by formal, mixed and 
informal. It was assumed that the context of project framework would be 
determined by the formation of project team. Questions were asked around the 
composition of the project team and its function. Degree of involvement by 
top management in decision process was a criterion to determine whether the 
structure had a formal or informal context. 
v � 
Section C - Process Of Proiect Evaluation 
Different types of studies, whether internal or external focus, were asked. 
The approach in carrying out the studies were asked to indicate. These 
included whether studies were carried out on a regular basis and whether 
formal procedures were followed. 
Section D - Evaluation Criteria And Strategies Setting 
Companies would be asked to rate importance of different evaluation 
criteria from 1 to 7 with 7 as the least important rating. As strategies used by 
I 
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companies were more sensitive questions to respondents, questions related to 
strategies were asked at the latter part of questionnaire rather than the 
beginning of questionnaire. 
Section E - Background Information 
Finally, business sizes and types were asked directly. Latest total asset 
was asked as an indicator to classify the company size，while lists of business 
types are asked to choose as the companies' cored business. 
Details of questionnaire are attached as Appendix I 
Data Collection 
After samples were selected from the newspaper, telephone numbers and 
addresses were searched by various methods, such as a search from yellow 
page, a request of information from telephone company. Questionnaires were 
sent within 3 days after it had pilot tested by three fiiends who had investment 
in China in th^s period. Time line given to the respondents was about two 
weeks as we believed it was a reasonable period to wait for their return if they 
are willing to fill in. In order to encourage the response rate, we promised to 
send a report to those companies filling in a returned mailing box. Follow up 
telephone call was used to increase response rate and to clarify any unclear 
points in questionnaire. 
After three weeks of time, a total of sixteen questionnaires were returned 
with valid answers, i.e. a response rate of 16%. Response were then tabulated 
and analyzed with results and key findings stated in the following chapters. 
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND KEY FINDINGS 
Definition 
In order to enable effective analysis, there are several terms needed to be 
defined before any interpretation of the results. Among these four independent 
variables, Stage Of Investing Company is the major independent variable 
covered by this research: 
Stages Of Investing Company 
Initiating investor - Investor who has considered and successfully 
implemented less than or equal to five projects in the 
defined investment period from 1989 to 1994. 
Growing invests - Investor who has considered more than five but less 
than sixteen projects, while it has successfully 
implemented less than or equal to sixteen projects in 
the same period 
Mature investor - Investor who has considered and successfully 
• implemented more than sixteen projects in that period 
Business Sizes 
Small size - Total asset value per latest accounts is less than or equal to 
HK$500M. 




Medium size 画 Total asset value per latest accounts is less than or equal 
HK$10B, but more than HK$500M. 




Manufacturing - Company responds to manufacturing as its sole answer in 
the core business. 
Composite - Company responds to more than one item as its core 
business. 
Others - Company responds solely to other type of business as its 
core business. Since the responding number of individual 
types is small, they are grouped together for analysis. 
Types Of Investors 
Among those sixteen samples, numbers of companies at different stages of 
investment seem to be quite even. However, for business sizes and business 
types, there is a large proportion in small size and composite nature. There are 
eight small size companies and eight composite companies. Within the 
samples, there are four companies classified as small and initiating companies. 
Out of the sixteen samples, there were five companies falling into small 
composite companies and five companies falling into mature composite 
companies. Details of sample distribution are listed in tables 1, 2 and 3 : 
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COMPARISON BETWEEN STAGES OF 
INVESTING COMPANY VS BUSINESS SIZES 
No. of Sample Initiating Growing Mature Total 
- investor investor investor 
" S ^ 4 (25%) 2 (12.5%) 2 (12.5%) 8 (50%) 
Medium 2 (12.5%) 1 (6.25%) 1 (6.25%) 4 (25%) 
Large 1 (6.25%) 1(6.25%) 2 (12.5%) 4(25%) 
Total 7 (43.75%) 4(25%) 5 (31.25%) 16 
TABLE 2 
COMPARISON BETWEEN STAGES OF 
INVESTING COMPANY VS BUSINESS TYPES 
No. of Sample Initiating Growing Mature Total 
investor investor investor 
Manufacturing 3 (18.75%) 1 (6.25%) 4 (25%) 
Composite • i (6.25%) 2(12.5%) 5 (31.25%) 8(50%) 
Others 3 (18.75%) 1 (6.25%) 4 (25%) 
Total 7 (43.75%) 4(25%) 5 (31.25%) 16 
TABLES 
COMPARISON BETWEEN 
• BUSINESS SIZES VS BUSINESS TYPES 
No. of Sample Small Medium Large Total 
Manufacturing 2(12.5%) 2(12.5%) 4(25%) 
Composite 5 (31.25%) 1(6.25%) 2 (12.5%) 8 (50%) 
Others 1 (6.25%) 1 (6.25%) 2 (12.5%) 4 (25%) 
Total 8 (50%) 4 (25%) 4 (25%) 16 




Different Contexts Among Different Companies 
Within the sixteen samples, we find there are eleven companies having 
the project teams. Therefore for those having no formal project team, we can 
classify them as informal context companies. For those companies that have 
project team, we can further divide them as either formal or mixed context 
companies based on the level of involvement by top management. According 
to our hypothesis, formal context structure has more defined responsibilities for 
the project team and top management will be most likely involved at the early 
stage and later stage only for decision making, or even only at the later stage. 
Therefore for those companies with top management involved throughout the 
project, we can think of it as a top-down management and have a mixed context 
structure. There are three companies classified as mixed context among these 
samples. 
It is interesting to note that wthin those informal context companies, 
they are all initiating companies and most of them are of small or 
manufacturing nature. It is understandable that for the initiating companies, 
they do not have experience in forming a formal project team, or need of 
forming a team may not be necessary when the number of project is small. It is 
found that 60% of informal context companies are manufacturing companies. 
This may be due to the Chinese style of management in most manufacturing 
companies. Another reason for the informal characteristics of these companies 
may be due to the clear objective or small scale of investment amount As they 
may concern more on the cost reduction，this simplicity in business objective 
and small scale of investment may not need a formal context for their , 
investment evaluation.. 
Looking horizontally, another interesting outcome is that most 
composite companies have formal or mixed context structure. It may be due to 




different stream of business in the group and a specialized team is needed for 
the diversification of the company business. On the other hand, not all small 
companies have informal context. When applying the observation from above 
that if the investment amount is small or the investment objective is simple and 
‘ more focused, such as setting up branch office in China, the large or medium 
companies may also by-pass this formal context and go ahead with the project 
evaluation in an informal context. In addition, it is found that most mature and 
large companies have formal or mixed context structures. 
The results seem to be agreed to our hypothesis 1 that there are 
differences in context among different stages of investment, different business 










CONTEXT RELATIONSHIP AMONG DIFFERENT STAGES 
OF INVESTMENT, BUSINESS SIZES AND BUSINESS TYPES 
No. of Sample Formal Mixed Informal 
Stage of investment 
Initiating investor 1 (13%) 1 (33%) 5 (100%) 
Growing investor 3 (37%) 1 (33%) 
Mature investor 4 (50%) 1 (33%) 一 
Total 8 3 5 
Business sizes 
Small 3(37%) 2(67%) 3(60%) 
Medium 1(13%) 1(33%) 2(40%) 
Large 4 (50%) � ： 
Total 8 3 5 
Business types 
Manufacturing 1 (13%) 3 (60%) 
Composite r 5 (62%) 3 (100%) 
Others 2 (25%) 2 (40%) 
Total 8 3 5 
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I . f I Different Processes Among Different Companies 
i ’ 
Finding From Hypothesis On Study Scope 
In the hypothesis, we believe that there are companies concerning more 
on the internal environment They may be passive to information collection by 
just receiving reports from specialist, or do not carry out any study. However, 
after evaluating the samples returned, there is no company choosing only 
obtaining external reports or carrying out no study. It means that all 
companies within the sample are open to the environment. It is striking to 
know that all companies respond that market studies are performed. Although 
the scale of studies is not known or studied in this research, it is understood 
that most respondents must have interest in China investment and eager to 
know more when they are willing to fill in the questionnaire and return for our 
research. 
Finding From Hypothesis On Study Procedures f � 
From an overall perspective of the analysis, we find there are seven out 
of sixteen companies having a more structured process in their studies. In 
those three companies having non-structured process, all of them are small 
companies and two of them are initiating investors. There are seven and six 
companies being structured and semi-structured respectively. It means that the 
formality in process for project evaluation is still not well underdeveloped in 
Hong Kong based company for investment in China. Regular or continuous 
studies and formal procedures in studies are not commonly established among 
companies. The same as context structure, more composite companies tend to 
have more formal structure, both in context and process. Mature and Large 
tend to have a stuctured process also. 
. I . . 
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Possible explanation to the formal structure for composite companies 
may be due to the higher management risk to these types of companies. For 
those composite companies, they are more aggressive in diversifying their 
business. The related management risk will be multiplied when compared to 
• those companies which concentrate their expertise and experience on a single 
cored-business. It is consistent to the expectation that these type of companies 
should have an organization structure to elevate and hedge their management 
risk In most developed countries, this is a common approach to manage the 
risk 
However, in the analysis, there is an interesting variance from our 
expectation derived after the literature review. According to the review, China 
investment environment has a lot of uncertainty and complexity including 
regulative environment which may affect the return of the investors. However, 
there is a relatively low percentage of companies carrying out regulative studies 
(nine out of sixteen companies). Whereas, there are over twelve companies 
that will carry out other studies such as competitor studies. Only two 
companies have special procedures to follow for the regulative studies, whereas 
there are eight companies having procedures to follow for competitor and 
internal resources studies. 
This finding may reflect the maturity of China market. If a market is in 
its beginning stage to open for foreign investors, the investors will be more 
eager to understand more about this market. However, when this market 
become known to them, the concerns about the regulations will be dropped to a 
lower priority. Foreign investors will shift their attention to the availability in 
business opportunities, basic economy situation in the market such as the cost 
structure and the achievement motivation of local people. Another reason for 
the low percentage in responding to regulative studies may be because of the 
weak implementation of existing rules and different interpretation of rules by 
I 
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foreign investors. Past experience of investors may pass the message to the 
investors that usefulness of these regulative studies is not so high. 
Another finding from the studies is that most of the initiating companies 
will perform their studies in a regular or continuous basis, whereas Mature 
companies will rather use an ad-hdc approach. This may be due to the lack of 
previous experience by initialing companies, regular or continuous studies are 
needed to keep the companies updated information. 
Similarly, finding confirm our hypothesis 2 and a smnmary of process 





PROCESS RELATIONSHIP AMONG DIFFERENT STAGES 
OF INVESTMENT, BUSINESS SIZES AND BUSINESS TYPES 
No. of Sample Structured Semi-structiired Non-stnictured 
Stage of investment 
Initiating investor 3 (43%) 2 (33%) 2 (67%) 
Growing investor 1 (14%) 3 (50%) 
Mature investor 3 (43%) 1 (17%) 1 (33%) 
Total 7 6 3 
Business sizes 
Small 3 (43%) 2(33%) 3(100%) 
Medium 1(14%) 3(50%) 
Large 3 (43%) 1 (17%) ： 
Total 7 6 3 
Biisiucss types 
Manufacturing 1 (14%) 2 (33%) 1 (33%) 
Composite 4 (57%) 3(50%) 1(33%) 
Others 2 (29%) 1 (17%) 1 (33%) 
Total 7 6 3 
« 
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Different Evaluation Criteria Among Different Companies 
Using the rating of importance for the evaluation criteria, we find from 
the analysis in Table 6 that financial factors are the most important criteria for 
their investment decision, business opportimities rate the second For the rating 
of financial factors among different stage of investment, different business 
sizes and business types, there are no significant differences, except those 
"Other business types" companies. 
Although business opportunities, such as favor terms offered by the 
China partner, rate after financial factors, the average rating is not greatly 
different from that of financial factors. It is interesting to find that not all types 
of business have financial factors rated as the most important criteria. For 
growing type, business opportunities rate in a higher priority than financial 
factors. These companies not only are seeking profitable investment, but also 
to get opportunities for them to enter the potential market - China. However, 
there is no significant difference among different business types and sizes. It 
means that no matter what size or type of business, growing investors are 
looking forward to the business opportunities, such as the flexible ruling which 
represents an unfair advantage or favoritism that can be obtained by the 
investors. These advantages may be obtained through connection, corruption 
or other means. 
In the literature review, we find relationship establishment and 
commitinent showing by investors are common and important strategies in their 
investment in China. However, relationship establishment seems not to be a 
very important criteria when they evaluate an investment. Only for growing 
investor, the average rating is comparable to that for financial factors. The 
growing investors are seeking business opportunities, relationship 
establishment as well as financial factors for their business growth in China, 
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For those mature companies, their original business objectives have 
already been met. Their business objective in China is to make continuous 
growth, relationship establishment will become a secondary criteria in their 
investment On the other hand, growing companies have many objectives for 
their investment in China. They wll ask for business opportunities, 
profitability, business penetration in China and long term relationship 
establishment in China. Due to the multiple objectives，they may lose the focal 
point in their investment and management may easily escape from the major 
focus by looking at too many weighting. Major focus may help the company to 
concentrate their resources on determining their investment decision. 
From the response about the location selection criteria, good economic 
background is the most obvious reason to choose their investment location. 
This criteria applies across different stages of investment, business sizes and 
types. Good facilities, previous experience and short distance have similar 
rating with less than 40% companies treat them as criteria in choosing 
investment location. It can reconfirm the finding as above that geographical 
location is not an important criteria. Only the business opportunity will allow 
business to grow and favorable condition is the most important concern for 
their investment. Special answer is obtained from growing companies that 
good local connection in the area is one of the important criteria to choose an 
investing area. This implies growing investors will have more concern on the 
relationship establishment in their investment and it has reinforced the finding 





PROCESS RELATIONSHIP AMONG DIFFERENT STAGES 
OF INVESTMENT, BUSINESS SIZES AND BUSINESS TYPES 
Average Financial Business Cost/Funding Location Relationship 
Rating # Factors Opportunities Orientation Selection Concern 
Stage of 
investment 
Initiating 2.5 3.3 3.8 3.9 4.5 
investor 
Growing 2.5 2.4 3.9 4.8 2.8 
investor Mature 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.7 3.4 investor 
Total 2.4 2.8 3.6 4.1 3.7 
Business sizes 
Small 2.2 2.7 3.0 3.8 3.6 
Medium 2.6 3.1 4.0 4.4 4.1 
Large 2.9 ^ 4.4 43 ^ 
Total 2.4 2.8 3.6 4.1 3.7 
Business 
types 
Manufacturing 2.1 2.7 3.3 4.2 4.1 
Composite 2.2 2.6 3.1 3.9 3.4 
Others ^ 4j5 ±3 i i 
Total 2.4 2.8 3.6 4.1 3.7 
# Least in^ortant = 7 
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Different Strategies Among Different Companies 
Aggressive growth is the most common strategy used by the samples. 
According to Table 7，most of these aggressive companies are mature, small or 
composite companies. Although they are aggressive, most of them will branch 
out from their core business, only about 40% companies will diversify to 
unrelated core business and they are mostly growing or mature composite 
companies. 
According to the situation in Hong Kong and information from 
magazine and newspaper, it is believed that most of the investment in China 
from manufacturing companies are for cost saving. However, there are only 
four out of sixteen companies stating the reason of investment as cost saving 
and only two of them are manufacturing companies. They have more concerns 
about the business growth and diversification rather than cost saving. This can 
be related to the high inflation rate in China which creates an alarm to the 
companies that cost saving for investment in China is not so generic as 
expected. � 
、j 
It is interesting to know that there is about 30% of the investment is 
because of invitation. There is no significant different among stage of 
investment and business types. 60% of the invitation is to large companies. 






STRATEGIES SETTING AMONG DIFFERENT STAGES 
OF INVESTMENT, BUSINESS SIZES AND BUSINESS TYPES 
No. of Conservative Aggressive Profitability Cost Relationship 
Sample Oriented Leadership Concern 
Stage of 
investment 
Initiating 2 3 2 1 
investor 
Growing 3 1 2 
investor Mature 1 5 1 1 
investor 
" T ^ 3 11 2 3 3 
Business 
sizes 
Small 2 5 1 1 2 
Medium 1 2 2 
Large 4 1 1 
Total 3 11 2 3 3 
Business 
types 
Manufacturin � 2 2 1 g 
Con^osite 1 7 2 1 1 
Others 1 2 _ 1 




SUMMARY OF PROJECT EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 
Topology Setting 
In the above Chapter, hypotheses are testified separately. However, the 
fr^ework should have an integrated situation including context, process, 
evaluation criteria and strategies. Further elaboration about the full picture for 
individual sample is studied with reference to some financial backgrounds of 
individual companies. Details of analysis are shown in Tables 8 and 9. 
The breakdown of analysis starts from the split between companies with 
or without project team and then they are identified as Formal, Mixed or 
Informal Context company. Based on this organization structure, their 
evaluation processes are further categorized into Structured, Semi-structured 
and Non-structured Process. It is found that there are four companies having a 
formal context and structured process. Based on this combination of context 
and process, we can identify seven categories having samples in them. 
After inserting the evaluation criteria which are rated in the order of 
importance with least important at ? to match with each type of business and 
strategies, three major topologies of framework can be identified 
Firstly, we can identify that those companies with a structured 
evaluation process under a formal or mixed context, will mostly use a core-
related and aggressive business-growth strategy. Evaluation criteria will have 
financial factors as the most important. These types of companies are more 
likely to be mature and large. But even initiating and small companies will 
follow this pattern. 
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Secondly, for those companies with semi-structured or non-structured 
process under a formal or mixed context, they are more likely to have 
aggressive business growth and diversification strategies. Evaluation criteria 
for both financial factors and business opportunities are of a top importance. 
They are identified as those growing composite compames. • 
Thirdly, for those informal context companies，they are more likely to 
be prudent growth seeking and/or cost leadership oriented. They are mostly the 
initiating companies with small or medium size and manufacturing type of 
business. Financial factors are the most important evaluation criteria. 
Financial Indicators Relationship 
According to the latest financial information as listed in Table 9，the 
second type of topology compames has a medium growth rate in their net profit 
and a relatively higher return on capital employed or return on equity. When 
further elaborating the evaluation criteria, we find that this type of compames 
with diversification and aggressive business growth seeking has rated risk 
factor with lower importance. Therefore, they are or higher risk acceptance 
than the other types of compames. 
For those compames which are more structured and tend to be 
aggressive in business growth, i.e. type I，they will have a medium growth rate 
in their net profit with a smaller return on capital employed or return on equity. 
They have a higher importance rating in low risk factor. This implies that they 
are more risk alert than the type n compames. 
The third type of companies has an informal context and they have 
strategies in core-related business growth and cost control orientation. 
Proportion of small to medium initiating compames is relatively higher. When 
comparing the financial indicators, such as the ROCE or net profit growth rate, 
it is found that their financial indicators are more fluctuating. 
r - • 




SUMMARY OF PROJECT EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 
Project Team Y ^ No 
Context Formal Mixed Informal 
Process Struct. S e m i - S t r u c t . Non- Struct. Semi- Non-
• Struct. Struct. Struct. Struct. 
No. of Sample 4 4 2 1 1 ？ 
Evaluation 
Criteria 
Financial 2.8 2.3 2.5 2.0 1.0 2.5 2.2 
Factors 
Business 2.9 2.7 3.7 1.0 1.7 4.2 3.7 
Opportunities 
Cost/Funding 3.9 3.7 3.3 1.7 2.0 3.8 4.5 
Oriented 
Location 3.9 4.8 3.5 3.0 3.5 4.5 3.8 
Selection Relationship 3.3 3.4 4.5 2.0 5.0 3.8 4.5 Concern Types of 
Business 
Q n Mature Growing Mtiating & Mature Initiating Vitiating Initiating 
M a g e 0 1 (50%) (750/0) Mature investment ,, Business sizes Large (75%) SmaU(50%) 二 皿 & Small Small Medium Small 
• ^^^ ^rr^^a Composite C卿oshe Composite Composite Manu- Manu- Manu-r m s m e s s t y p e s 门洲 facturing facturing fartuiing � ^ (50%) (50%) 
. " " “ A g g r e s s i v e Ncn-cored, Cored, Ncn-cored, Cored, Cored, Cored, strategies Business Aggressive Ag^essive Aggressive Aggressive prudent Business 
growth (50% Business Business Business Business diversi- growth 
invitation,50 growth and growth growth and growth and fication, cost (50% 
o/ocore-， diversi- (50% diversi- diversi- oriented pnidmt) 
related) fication (50% invitation) fication fication + 
invitatiai) costpriented 




COMPARISON OF FINANCIAL FACTORS VS 
• TOPOLOGY OF EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 
Topology J P ™ 
Financial factors 
Latest ROCE/ROE From 0 to 20, From 10 to 30, From 10 to 60， 
stable more stable fluctuated 
Latest Net Profit growth 20 _ 80%, 20 _ 80%, From negative 
rates medium medium growth rate to 
blooming 
growth rate of 
over 100% 





Limitations Of Research 
Non-response Bias 
As the questionnaire called for disclosure of information that might be 
of high confidentiality for certain companies, they might not want to disclose 
their existing strategies for their investment. Althou幽 listed companies have 
been chosen to encourage response because of the need of public image and 
transpareny of them, non-response bias cannot be eliminated In addition，as 
the number of sample returned is not large, types of different companies are not 
so Avidely spread Conclusion cannot apply in a more general terms. 
Fortunately, the samples can still be categorized into several stages of 
investment, business sizes and types without much bias into one mode. 
Response Bias 
As the addressee of the questionnaire was General Manager, they were 
busy with their work and may not have detailed thought in filling in the 
questionnaire. If the questionnaire has been delegated to other responsive staff 
to fill in, there is a risk that the staff may not have a comprehensive picture 
about the company information, such as the time involvement in decision 




Since the evaluation factors listed are not exhaustive, option selection 
allows them to have an open channel to add on the construct list. The scale 
method used in evaluation criteria can only obtain the feeling of respondent in 
a discrete manner and rating scale will be different among respondents. 
Limitations Of Analysis 
Definition Bias 
Definition of the context, evaluation process and evaluation criteria are 
based on basic definition and judgmental assumptions. The analysis of 
information will be basically following the definition in this paper. For the 
major independent variable, the number of project considered and implemented 
is used as criteria for definition. This may over-simiplify the situation. In 
reality, companies may have a large project which extends in a long period, 
their experience from this single project may correspond to numerous small 
projects. Beside this duration issue, project complexity and investment amount 
have not been taken into account for the classification of investors. It is 
suggested that for further study, these elements have to be included in order to 
enrich the definition of this independent variable. 
Financial Factors 
Since number of sample returned is not large, individual analysis of 
financial factors is affordable. However, financial information obtained from 
the publicly available material is confined to the overall company performance. 
The financial effect deriving solely from their investment in China is difficult 
to obtain. Under limited resources and time constraint in this project, company 
\ 
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RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION 
Recommendation 
Project Evaluation Framework 
Based on the primary research, it is found that the mature and large 
companies tend to have a more formal and structured evaluation framework 
Due to the experience and resources available in those companies, a formal and 
structured framework is feasible. Invitation from China partner will be more 
likely. As most companies invited by China partners are those with formal 
context and a structured or semi-structured process, this may imply that they 
have projected a reliable image to the China partner. Since partner relationship 
is an important element for investment in China, companies seeking for partner 
can try to establish a more formal context with a more structured evaluation 
process so as to attract the parties. 
On the other hand, the growing and composite companies are more 
likely to have an intermediate formality and structure in their context and 
process. This implies their flexibility in handling the project evaluation. It is 
in line with the flexibility needed for investment in China as mentioned in the 
Chapter of literature review. Meanwhile, a more formal and structured project 
evaluation framework will help the investors to reduce the management risk, 
especially for the composite companies. Therefore, even companies have 
structured process in project evaluation, they can by-pass this structure 
‘ , 
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depending on the scale of investment. Therefore, scale of formality in context 
and structure in process will depend upon the internal resources, environment 
of the companies, objective of investment and scale of investment. Flexibility 
in utilizing this combination is advisable. 
For those initiating, informal context companies, they are mostly • 
manufacturing companies with a cored-related business growth. Due to the 
simplicity in they business objective and management style in these companies, 
this type of framework still works for them. However, the inflation rate in 
China is growing in double digits for the recent years. The target of cost 
reduction seems to encounter a hurdle. Diversification of business and greater 
emphasis on the business opportunities will become their next alternatives 
other than their business growth and this will reduce impact from the financial 
factors from China market, such as the inflation rate for material and labor cost. 
Formalities in context and process may have to take into consideration when 
they start to move in this direction. 
r 
� Concerns Across Companies 
In the elaboration of the process relationship among different 
companies, it is found that there are only few companies concerning about the 
regulative studies. Even carrying out these studies, the companies will only use 
a more unstructured evaluation process. This factor seems to be ignored by 
most companies. As this paper does not intend to compare the evaluation 
framework for investment in different countries or areas, it cannot distinguish 
whether the ignorance of this factor applies to general evaluation framework or 
just to investment in China. Although regulative framework in China is 
complex and different from that from a capitalist's point of view, it may involve 
a risk factor for an investor who pays not enough attention to this factor or just 
treat it as normal factor as in his/her based country (in this case, i.e. Hong 
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Kong). However, as mentioned in Chapter VI，this may be a reflection of the 
maturity of China market to investors in Hong Kong. Investors have already 
been familiar with the situation in China and the weak implementation of rules 
has encouraged them to concentrate their attention to the economic factors and 
business opportunities. 
Another factor that is different from expectation derived from the 
literature review is an emphasis on relationship establishment. Based on the 
concerns read from strategies set by investors as stated in the newspaper and 
suggestion from scholars, personal relationship and connection are important 
factors for China investment. However, from the figures for evaluation criteria, 
it is found that the rating of personal relationship is not so high as compared to 
financial factor，business opportunities. It is mainly the growing and small 
companies who have a higher concern. This may be due to the fact that 
mature, medium and large companies have already set up their connection from 
their previous experience and trade. Growing companies have to establish the 
personal relationship and to be patient during the transitional period from 
growing to mature companies. 
Conclusion 
As investors rush into China for investment in view of this large and 
potential market in these recent years, they are gaining more and more business 
experience. Seeking personal relationship and business opportunities are 
evaluation criteria in addition to the financial factors. 
Basing on their experience, business sizes and types, different 
evaluation framework can be identified Three major topologies are derived 
from a primary research in this project. First of all, it is found that the more 
mature and large companies tend to have a more formal and structured context 
and process in their project evaluation during their investment in China. This 
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attracts more China partner to invite their participation in the new investment. 
These companies are mostly using an aggressive business growth strategy, but 
will be more core-related. They concentrate their energy in the core business 
and a more rigid context and process can help them to facilitate a more efficient 
way in project evaluation. 
On the other hand, growing and composite nature companies are using a 
less formal context or less structured process in their project evaluation. This 
fits for their strategies in diversification in business growth. This enhances a 
flexibility in handling the project evaluation, and the flexibility is especially 
important in China environment However, they have more focal points in 
their evaluation criteria. This may diverge their attention and resources in too 
many criteria. When they get more experience in China investment, they 
should have more personal relationship establishment, then their focal point 
will shift towards the financial factors as those for the mature and large 
companies. 
The third type of companies is initiating company. The companies will 
use an informal context in project evaluation. As most of them are using 
strategy in a more prudent and core-related business growth approach, their 
investment objective is simple and more focused Their evaluation framework 
will not be so complicated as other types of companies. 
Therefore, depending on the experience and strategies of companies, they 
should adjust their project evaluation framework in order to have an effective 
decision making process. 
It is reasonable and a good attempt to get the above conclusion under 
limited time constraint and resources. However, more elaboration can always 
be proceeded further by interested parties. These include the application of 
similar framework for investment in other developing countries, such as 
Vietnam, and the effectiveness of project evaluation framework used by 
t 
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individual company against the performance of that particular investment in 
China. 
In summary, beside the three topologies that we can identify from the 
analysis, we find there is a general rule that can apply to the companies in an 
overall manner. From the analysis in Chapter VI and VH, we find that no 
matter what stages of investment, business sizes or business types the 
companies are, there is a certain degree of formality in context and structuring 
in process. Out of the sixteen samples, there are only two companies having no 
any formal context and structured process. They are the initiating and small 
companies that their project evaluation framework is just at the embryonic 
stage. On the other hand, there are four companies having formal context and 
structured process in their project evaluation framework. As we have 
mentioned in Chapter VI, if the investment amount is small or the investment 
objective is simple, companies can also by-pass the formal context. As we can 
see from the literature review that China is a special market that there are a lot 
of uncertainties. Companies making decision for investments in China have to 
be prepared to Have a flexible evaluation framework in terms of context and 
process to cater for the unforeseeable factors. Rational and formally structured 
framework used for developed country may not be applicable for investment in 
China in all situation. A certain degree of formality and structured context and 
process, on the other hand, can give the companies support for decision making 
and ready-made experience for future investment. 
In addition, it is striking to find that no all companies have paid much 
attention to regulative studies. It is different from our expectation that as China 
has a lot of regulations different from the developed and capitalistic countries. 
Concerns on these matters should be high for business investment. However, 
there was a relatively low proportion of companies which were actually 
conducting these studies when compared to other studies, such as market 
• • 
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studies. It is really an interesting issue that further study on this aspect can be 
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； Definition ： Investment is referring to actual cash output to set up con^any, joint venture, 
t branch(es) or conq)any buyout to do business. (Excluding financial instrument investment, 
such as government bonds, B shares,etc.) 
Please answer the questions referring to the investment within the period from 1989 to 
iPP^ (THE PERIOD). 
Section A 
1. How many investment projects has your con^any considered or 
contemplated during TfflS PERIOD ？ 
a. 1 _ 
b. 2 to 5 — 
c. 6 to 10 — 
d. 11 to 16 _ 
e. More than 16 — 
2. How many investment projects has your conq)any successfully 
implemented during TfflS PERIOD ？ 
I a. None 一 
j b. 1 to 5 — 
[ c. 6 to 10 — 
[ d. 11 to 16 — 
e. More than 16 — 
Section B 
3. Does your company have a formal project planning team to be Yes / No 
responsible for ^ e above investment in China? 
[ If No, please go to question 7 
r 
\ 
4. What was the con^osition of the project planning team ？ (Can 
f be more than one choice) 
a. Board of Directors/Chairman 一 
b. Managing Director/General Manager 一 
c. Financial Controller — 
d. Business/Planning Manager 一 
e. Financial Analysts — 
f Accounting staflDMarketing Executives — 
g. Others, please specify — 
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5. Who would be in charge of the project planning team ？ 
a. Board of Directors/Chairman — 
b. Managing Director/General Manager __ 
c. Financial Controller 一 
^ d. Business/Planning Manager 一 
e. Financial Analysts — 
f Accounting staflDMarketing Executives 一 
g. Other, please specify — 
6. What was/were the fimction(s) of this project planning team for 
the investment in China? (Can be more than one choice) 
a. Search for new project in Chiaa — 
b. Market research in China 一 
c. Develop and maintain financial model for investment project — 
d. No fixed fimction but ad hoc requirement by senior 
management — 
e. Produce regular report on the progress of investment projects _ 
f Other, please specify — 
7. When would the top management be involved in the investment 
project ？ 
a. At the early stage and final stage of investment 一 
b. Throughout the investment negotiation period — 
c. Qn]y at the later stage of investment negotiation 一 
d. Partic^ate in irregular pattern 一 
e. Other, please specific — 
8. Asa w^ole, vAat is the degree of involvement in the decision 
making process by different levels of management? % 
a. Senior Management (Chairman, Board of Directors，Managing 
Director, General Manager, etc) 
b. Middle Management (Financial Controller, Business/Planning 
Manager, etc.) 
c. Staff at lower level (Financial analysts, accounting sta年 




9. What kind(s) of study have your con^any made for the 
investment project(s) in TfflS PERIOD? (Can be more than 
one choice) 一 
a. Market study — 
b. Conq)etitors study 一 
c. Regulative study, such as accounting rules, taxation rules — 
d. Intemal conq)any resources study — 
e. Just receive reports from external advisors __ 
f No study — 
g. Others, please specify 
10. How was/were your study(ies) carried out ？ 
Continuous / 
regular base Ad hoc base Once for all 
a. Market study 一 — — 
b. Competitors study _ — — 
c. Regulative study, such as 
accounting rules, 
taxation rules — — — 
d. Internal con^any 
resources study — — 一 
e. Just receive reports from 
external advisors — _ — 
f Others, as indicated in 
question 9g — 一 一 
11 Did the stud(ies) follow special procedures ？ 
a. Market study Yes/No/n/a 
b. Competitors study Yes/No/n/a 
c. Regulative study, such as accounting rules, taxation rules Yes / No / n/a 
d. Intemal company resources study Yes/No/n/a 
e. Just receive reports from external advisors Yes / No / n/a 




12. Please rate the degree ofmq)ortance of the following 
evaluation criteria to make the investment decision? (1 is the 
most important and 7 is the least important) Most Least 
a. Financial indicators, such as the payback period, IRR 1 一2一3一4一5 6—7 
b. Low risk 1 一 2一 3一 4一 5一 6一 7 
C. Guarantee return 1一 2一 3一 4 _ 5 _ 6— 7 
d. Adequate funding from financial institutions 1—2一3一4一5_6 7 
e. Favourable terms offered by JV partner 1 一2一3—4_5_6_7 
£ Reduce existing production cost 1—2—3—4一5 6 7 
g. Relative low equity contribution 1_2一3_4一5—6 7 
h. Flexibility ruling in the investment area 1_2一3—4一5 6_7 
L Incentives provided by China government 1_2一3一4一5一6一7 
j. Geographical closeness to Hong Kong L2_3_4_5_6_7 
k. Cultural ties with senior management of co—any 1_2_3一4_5一6一7 
L Established personal relationship 1 一2一3一4_5_6一7 
m. Dialect/language commonality of management 1 一2—3一4—5 6 7 




I ' . 
13. What was/were the strategy(ies) of your coir^any for the 
project investments in China in THIS PERIOD? (Can be more 
than one) 
a. Related diversificatipn (project invested was product/industry — 
that strongly related to the core business in Hong Kong) 
b. Unrelated diversification (project invested was unrelated to the _ 
core business in Hong Kong) — 
c. Aggressive business growth in market development/penetration — 
d. Pradent business growth in market development/penetration — 
e. Short-term profitability/quick capital return — 
f Cost leadership (cost control oriented) 一 
g. Others, please specify 
14. What was/were the major reason(s) for investment(s) which 
has/have been mq)lemented ？ (Can be more than one) 
a. Diversification of business — 
b. Business growth — 
c. High return — 
d. Quick return — 
e. Cost saving in existing business 一 
f Invitation by others — 
g. For establishing relationship with China — 
h. Others, please specify — — 
15. How were your projects distributed? 
a. Only in one Province/City — 
b. Majority in one Province/City — 
c. Along the coastal area — 
d. Focus mainly in big cities, such as Peking, Shanghai, — 
Guangdong — 
e. In Special Economic Zones — 
f Others, please specify — 
16. What was/were the criteria used by your conq)any in choosing 
the investment area? (Can be more than one) 
a. Mother Province of shareholders/managment — 
b. Good economic background in the area 一 
c. Good fecilities in the area, such as transportation, utility 一 
d. Previous business experience in this area _ 
e. Short distance from Hong Kong 一 





17. Wliat is the total asset ofyoiir con^any as per latest annual 
report? 
18. What is/are the core(s) business of your conq)any? (Can he 
more than one choice) 
a. Retails — 
b. Property — 
c. Manufacturing — 
d. Infrastructure — 
e. Trading — 
f Financial service — 
g. Entertainment — 
h. Hotel — 
L Utility 一 
j. Others, please specify 一 
19. What is the base of your conq)any? 
i a. Local Hong Kong based conq)any — 
b. USA based company — 
c. Japan based con]5)any — 
d. China based con]5)any —— 
e. Europe based coiiq)any 一 
f Others, please specify — 
End of Questionnaire 









1 • 在這段期間（1989年至1994年）貴公司考慮參予的中國投資項目有多少項？ 
a) 1 項 —— 
b) 2至5 項 —— 
C ) 6至10 項 —— 
d) 11至16 項 —— 
e)超過16 項 —— 
2. 在這段期間貴公司成功地執行的中國投資項目有多少項？ 
a)暫時未有 —— 
b) 1至5 項 
C ) 6至10 項 —— 
d) 11 至 16 項 









d )麗/策劃經理 —— 
e)財務分析員 —— 
f)會計員/市務主任 —— 





C )財務主管 ， -
d)業務/策劃經理 —— 
e )財務分析員 —— 
f)會計員/市務主任 —— 








f )其他，請述 明 - —— 
7.高層管理人員在何階段才參予有關投資項目？ 





















g)其他’請述 明 - — — 
10.有關硏究進行的次數？ 
定期/不斷地突發性地魅有一次 
a)市場硏究 —— —— —— 
b)競爭硏究 - — — —— 
C)條例硏究，如會計條例，稅務條例 —— —— —— 
d )公司內部資•究 —— —— —— 
e)採納外界顧問報告 —— —— —— 
f)其他，即問題所指的其他 —— —— —— 
11.有關硏究是否跟從一種特定程序？ 
有 / 否 / 不適用 
a)市場硏究 —— —— 
b)競爭對手硏究 —— -
C)條例硏究，如會言十條例、稅務條例 —— —— 
d)公司內部資料硏究 —— —— 
e)採納外界顧問報告 —— —— 







’ 最重要 最不重要 
a)財務指標，例如回本期’ IRR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b)低風險 1 2 3 1 5 6 1 
C )保證回報 1 2 3 4 5 6 Z 
d)有財務機才冓提供充足資金 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e)合資伙伴撤共具吸引的條件 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f)降低現有生產成本 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
g ) 較低注資赫 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
h)投資地區/項目面對較彈性管理制度 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i)中國政府提供特別優惠政策 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
j ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
k)公司內高層管理人員與中國的文化淵源 i 2 3 i 5 旦 I 
1 )已 _的人際關係 1 2 3 1 5 ^ 1 
m)有共通的語言/方言 i 2 3 i 巨 旦 工 






e ) •利潤 /資金回報 —— 
f )成本控制主導 —— 
g)其他’請述 明 —— 
14.在已發展的投資項目中，試述其投資原因？（可選擇多於壹項） 
a)業務多元化發展 —— 
b )業務增長 —— 
C )高回報 —— 
d)快回報 —— 
e)使現有生意節省成本 ， —— 
f)基於其他人的邀請 —— 
g)爲了與中國建立關係 




a )酸一個省份 /城市 —— 
b)大部份在一個省份/城市 —— 
C )在沿海地區 —— 
d)集中於大城市’如北京、上海、廣東 —— 
e )在經濟特區 —— 






e )與香港接近 —— 
f )其他，請述 明 —— 
E 部 




C )製造業 —— 
d ) 鉢 建 設 —— 
e)貿易 —— 
f )財經服務 —— 
g )娛樂事業 —— 
h)酒店 . 
i)公用事業 —— 
j )其他’請述明 一 
19.貴公司的總部 





f )其他，請述 明 —— 






TABULATION OF RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE 
Context of Project evaluation framework 
TABLE 10 
EXISTENCE OF PROJECT TEAM 
Have project team No project team 
(68.75%) (32.25%) . 
Stage of investment 
Initiating investor 2 (18%) out o f ? (28.5%) 5 (100%) out of 7 
(71.5%) 
Growing 4 (36%) out of 4 (100%) 0 
Mature 5 (46%) out of 5 (100%) 0 
Total 11 5 
Business sizes 
Small 5 (46%) out of 8 (62.5%) 3 (60%) out of 8 (37.5%) 
Medium 2 (18%) out of 4 (50%) 2 (40%) out of 4 (50%) 
Large 4 (36%) out of 4 (100%) 0 
Total 11 - _ _ 5 
Business types 
Manufacturing & trading 1 (9%) out of 4 (25%) 3 (60%) out of 4 (25%) 
Composite 8 (73%) out of 8 (100%) 0 
UtiUty 0 1 (20%) out of 1 (100%) 
Hotel and entertainment 1 (9%) out of 1 (100%) 0 
property 1 (9%) out of 1 (100%) 0 
Infrastructure 0 1 (20%) out of 1 (100%) 




STRUCTURE OF PROJECT TEAM 
With Project team No Project 
team 
Participation In Charge Decision involvement 
Senior ^ ^ 63% ^ 
Middle 73% 9% 28% 12% 
Operational 32% 0% 9% 8% 
TABLE 12 
FUNCTIONS OF PROJECT TEAM 
New project hunting 73% 
Market research 54% 
Ad-hoc basic 45% 
Financial modeling 54% 
Regular report 9% 
Special job 9% 
TABLE 13 
TOP MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT 
With Project No Project Total 
team team 
Initial and final 5(45%) 1(20%) 4(33%) 
Throughout 3(27%) 4(80%) 7(47%) 
Later stage 1(9%) 0 1(7%) 
Special timing 2(20%) 0 2(13%) 
Total 11 5 16 
72 
i 
Process of Project evaluation framework 
TABLE 14 
STUDIES SCOPES PERFORMED BY DIFFERENT STAGES OF 
INVESTMENT 
Initiating Growing Mature Total 
. investor 
C A O C A O C A O C A O 
Market 5 1 1 7 1 3 4 5 5 6 9 1 16 
�71%) (14%) (14%) (100%)�25%) (75%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (40%) (56%) (6%) Competitor 3 2 5 2 2 4 1 3 4 6 7 13 
�60%) (40%) (71%) (50%) (50%) (100%) (25%) (75%) (80%)�46%) (54%) Regulative 1 3 4 1 1 2 2 4 3 6 9 (25%) (75%) (57%) (100%) (25%) (50%) (50%) (80%) (33%) (67%) 
Internal 3 2 1 6 1 1 2 1 3 4 5 6 1 12 
(50%) (33%) (27%) (86%) (50%) (50%) (50%) (25%) (75%) (80%) (42%) (50%) (8%) rcsoiircc External O i l 2 1 2 1 4 2 3 1 6 
reports �50%)(50%) ( 5 0 % ) � 2 5 % ) (50%)(25%)(80%)�33%) (50%) (17%) 
Special 0 二)1 0 二) 1 
Total 7 4 5 16 
C - continuos/ regular studies 
A - Ad-hoc studies 
O - Once for all 
TABLE 15 
STUDIES SCOPES PERFORMED BY DIFFERENT BUSINESS SIZES 
Small Medium Large I Total 
C A P C A O C A P C A P 
M a r k e t " " " " 2 5 1 8 4 2 2 4 6 9 1 16 
丄且狀 （25%) (63%) (12%) (100%) (50%) (50%) (100%) (50%) (50%) (100%)〔38%) (56%) (6%) 
romnetitor 3 3 6 1 2 3 2 2 4 6 7 13 
L O m p e w u r (71%)�33%) (67%) (75%)�25%) (50%) (80%)�46%) (54%) (82%) 
Regulative 3 3 2 2 1 3 4 3 6 9 
j^ CgUUtUYC (麵） （郷）（100%) (50%) (30%) (67%) (80%) (33%) (67%) (56%) • 
Internal 4 1 5 3 3 2 2 4 5 6 1 12 
i n i e r n m .80%)(20%)(63%) (100%) (75%)�50%) (50%) (80%) (42%) (50%)(8%) (75%) 
resource ‘‘ ^ 2 1 3 2 3 1 6 
External �25%) (50%) (80%)�33%) (50%)(17%)(38%) S S 0 1 1 0 1 1 
冲ecia且 (100%) (2sy.) (wo场(6%) 
Total 8 4 4 16 
73 • . 
TABLE 16 
STUDIES PROCEDURES IN DIFFERENT STAGES OF INVESTMENTS 
Initiating Growing Mature Total 
investor 
Market 3 (43%) 1 (25%) 3(60%) 7(44%) 
Competitor 3 (43%) 2 (50%) 3 (60%) 8 (50%) 
Regulative 2 (29%) 2(13%) 
Internal 2 (29%) 2 (50%) 4 (100%) 8 (50%) 
resource 
External 2 (50%) 1(25%) 3 (19%) 
reports 
Special 1 (25%) 1 (6%) 
Total 7 4 5 16 
TABLE 17 
STUDIES PROCEDURES IN DIFFERENT BUSINESS SIZES 
Small Medium Large Total 
investor 
Market 4 (50%) 1 (25%) 2(50%) 1 (44%) 
Competitor 3(38%) 2 (50%) 3(75%) 8(50%) 
Regulative 1 (13%) 1(25%) 2(13%) 
Internal 3 (38%) 1 (25%) 4(100%) 8(50%) 
resource , 八 
External 1 (13%) 2 (50%) 3 (19%) 
reports , … � 
Special 1 (25%) 1 (6%) 





EVALUATION CRITERIA VS STAGES OF INVESTMENT 
Initiating Growing Mature Total 
Financial factors 
Financial indicators 1.9 1.5 1.6 1.7 
Risk factors 2.3 4.0 2.4 2.8 
Guarantee return 3.3 2.0 2.6 2.8 
Total ^ ^ 2.2 2.4 
Business 
Opportunities 
Favor terms 3.1 2.0 1.8 2.4 
Flexible ruling 3.6 3.3 3.2 3.4 
Incentives from 3.3 2.0 2.0 2.7 
Govt. 
Total M 2 3 ^ 
Cost/fimding 
orientation 
Adequate funding 3.5 3.3 2.6 3.1 
Reduce existing cost 3.1 4.0 3.0 3.3 
Low equity cont. 4.9 4.5 3.6 4.4 
Total ^ 1 1 
Geographical 
Closeness to HK 3.3 4.5 3.2 3.6 
Dialect/language 4.4 5.0 4.2 4.5 
Total ^ 1 8 ^ ^ 
Relationship 
Cultural ties 5.0 3.5 3.6 4.2 
Established personal 3.9 2.0 3.2 3.2 
relationship ’， 




EVALUATION CRITERIA VS BUSINESS SIZES 
Small Medium Large Total 
Financial factors 
Financial indicators 1.5 1.5 2.3 1.7 
Risk factors 2.6 3.3 3.5 2.8 
Guarantee return 2.5 3.0 3.0 2.8 
Total ^ ^ ^ M 
Business 
Opportunities 
Favor terms 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.4 
Flexible ruling 2.9 4.5 3.3 3.4 
Incentives from 2.8 2.5 2.8 2.7 
Govt. 
Total ^ y 2.8 2.8 
Cost/funding 
orientation 
Adequate funding 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.1 
Reduce existing cost 2.9 3.0 4.5 3.3 
Low equity cont. 3.1 6.0 5.3 4.4 
Total M 1 0 ±4 
Geographical 
Closeness to HK 3.0 3.5 4.8 3.6 
Dialect/language 4.5 5.3 3.8 4.5 
Total ^ ^ 43 
Relationship 
Cultural ties 4.3 4.3 4.0 4.2 
Established personal 2.9 3.8 3.3 3.2 
relationship 
Total 3.6 4.1 3.7 3.7 
76 
TABLE 11 
EVALUATION CRITERIA VS BUSINESS TYPES 
Manu- Composite Other Total 
facturing 
Financial factors 
Financial indicators 1.5 1.5 2.3 1.7 
Risk factors 2.3 2.6 4.0 2.8 
Guarantee return 2.5 2.6 3.3 2.8 
Total ^ ^ lA 
Business 
Opportunities 
Favor terms 2.0 2.1 3.3 2.4 
Flexible ruling 3.3 3.3 3.8 3.4 
Incentives from 2.3 2.4 3.8 2.7 
Govt. 
Total ^ ^ ^ 
Cost/funding 
orientation 
Adequate funding 2.5 2.5 4.0 3.1 
Reduce existing cost 3.0 3.1 4.0 3.3 
Low equity cont. 4.5 3.6 5.8 4.4 
Total ^ y ^ 
Geographical 
Closeness to HK 3.5 3.3 4.3 3.6 
Dialect/language 4.8 4.5 4.3 4.5 
Total 4 3 i i 
Relationship 
Cultural ties 5.3 3.6 4.3 4.2 
Established personal 2.8 3.1 3.8 3.2 
relationship 
Total 4.1 3.4 4.1 3.7 
77 
TABLE 21 
STRATEGY SETTING BY STAGES OF INVESTMENT 
Initiating Growing Mature Total 
Strategies 
Core business 6 (85.7%) 3 (60%) 3 (60%) 12 (75%) 
Unrelated core 3 (60%) 3 (60%) 6 (37.5%) 
Aggressive 3 (42.9%) 3 (75%) 5 (100%) 11 (68.8%) 
Prudent 2 (28.6%) 1 (20%) 3 (18.8%) 
Short-term 1 (25%) 1 (20%) 2 (12.5%) 
Cost leadership 2 (28.6%) 1 (20%) 3 (18.8%) 
Total 7 4 _ 5 16 
Reasons 
Diversification 4 (57.1%) 3 (75%) 3 (60%) 10 (62.5%) 
Business growth 6 (85.7%) 3 (75%) 5(100%) 14(87.5%) 
High return 3 (75%) 3 (60%) 6 (37.5%) 
Quick return 1 (25%) 1 (20%) 2 (12.5%) 
Cost saving 3 (42.9%) 1 (20%) 4 (25%) 
Invitation 1(14.3%) 2 (50%) 2(40%) 5(31.2%) 
Establishment 1 (14.3%) 2 (50%) 3 (18.8%) 
relationship 




STRATEGY SETTING BY BUSINESS SIZES 
Small Medium Large Total 
Strategies 
Core business 6 (75%) 4 (100%) 2 (50%) 12 (75%) 
Unrelated core 3 (37.5%) 1 (25%) 2 (50%) 6 (37.5%) 
Aggressive 5 (62.5%) 2 (50%) 4 (100%) 11 (68.8%) 
Prudent 2 (25%) 1 (25%) 3 (18.8%) 
Short-term 1(12.5%) 1(25%) 2(12.5%) 
Cost leadership 1 (12.5%) 2 (50%) 3 (18.8%) 
Total 8 4 4 16 
Reasons 
Diversification 5 (62.5%) 4 (100%) 1 (25%) 10 (62.5%) 
Business growth 7 (87.5%) 3 (75%) 4 (100%) 14 (87.5%) 
High return 3 (37.5%) 2 (50%) 1 (25%) 6 (37.5%) 
Quick return 1 (12.5%) 1 (25%) 2 (12.5%) 
Cost saving 2 (25%) 2 (50%) 4 (25%) 
Invitation 2 (25%) 3(75%) 5(31.2%) 
Establishment 2 (25%) 1 (25%) 3 (18.8%) 
relationship 




STRATEGY SETTING BY BUSINESS TYPES 
Manu- Composite Other Total 
facturing 
Strategies 
Core business 4 (100%) 5 (62.5%) 3 (75%) 12 (75%) 
Unrelated core 1 (25%) 5 (62.5%) 6 (37.5%) 
Aggressive 2 (50%) 7 (87.5%) 2 (62.5%) 11 (68.8%) 
Prudent 0 1(12.5%) 2(25%) 3(18.8%) 
Short-tenn 0 1(12.5%) 2(12.5%) 
Cost leadership 2(50%) 1(12.5%) ^ (18.8%) Total 4 8 
Reasons 
Diversification 3 (75%) 5 (62.5%) 2 (50%) 10 (62.5%) 
Business growth 3 (75%) 7(87.5%) 4(100%) U (87.5%) 
High return 1 (25%) 5 (62.5%) 6 (37.5%) 
Quick return 2(25%) 2(12.5%) 
Cost saving 2 (50%) l (12.5%) 1 (25%) 4 (25%) 
Invitation 1 (25%) 3 (37.5%) 1(25%) 5(31.2%) 
Establishment 1 (25%) 1 (12.5%) 1 (25%) 3 (18.8%) 
relationship 




LOCATION BY STAGES OF INVESTMENT 
Initiating Growing Mature Total 
Distributed 
Only in one 
Prov./city 
Majority in one 2 (28.6%) 1 (25%) 1 (20%) 4 (25%) 
prov./city 
Along coastal 1 (14.3%) 1 (6.3%) 
Big cities 3 (42.9%) 4 (80%) 7(43.8%) 
SEZ 
Other 1(14.3%) 3(75%) 4(25%) 
Total 7_ 4 5 16 
Reasons 
Mother Prov. 1 (25%) 1 (20%) 2 (12.5%) 
GoodEco. 6 (85.7%) 4 (100%) 4 (80%) 14 (87.5%) 
Background , � 
Good Facilities 2 (28.6%) 2 (50%) 2 (40%) 6 (37.5%) 
Previous exp. 1 (14.3%) 3 (75%) 2 (40%) 6 (37.5%) 
Short distance 3(42.9%) 2 (50%) 1 (20%) 6 (37.5%) 
Other 2 (50%) 2(12.5%) 
Total 7 4 5 16 
81 
TABLE 25 
LOCATION BY BUSINESS SIZES 
一 Small Medium Large Total 一 
Distributed 
Only in one 
Prov./city 
Majority in one 2 (25%) 1 (25%) 1 (20%) 4 (25%) 
prov./city 
Along coastal 1(12.5%) 1(6.3%) 
Big cities 3 (37.5%) 2 (50%) 2 (50%) 7 (43.8%) 
SEZ 
Other 2 (25%) 1(25%) 1(25%) 4(25%) 
Total 8 4 4 16 
R.C3S011S 
Mother Prov. 2 (25%) 2 (12.5%) 
GoodEco. 6 (75%) 4(100%) 4 (80%) U (87.5%) 
Background 
Good Facilities 4 (50%) 1 (25%) 1 (25%) 6 (37.5%) 
Previous exp. 3 (37.5%) 1 (25%) 2 (50%) 6 (37.5%) 
Short distance 3 (37.5%) 3 (75%) 6 (37.5%) 
Other 2 (25%) 2(12.5%) 
Total 8 4 4 16 
82 
TABLE 11 
LOCATION BY BUSINESS TYPES 
Manu- Composite Other Total 
facturing 
Distributed 
Only in one 
Prov./city 
Majority in one 2 (25%) 2 (50%) 4 (25%) 
prov./city 
Along coastal 1(25%) 1(6.3%) 
Big cities 1 (25%) 5 (67.5%) 1(25%) 1 (43.8%) 
SEZ 
Other 2 (50%) 1(12.5%) 1(25%) 4(25%) 
Total 4 8 4 16 
R.C3S0I1S 
Mother Prov. 2(25%) 2(12.5%) 
GoodEco. 4 (100%) 6 (75%) 4 (80%) 14 (87.5%) 
Background 
Good Facilities 2 (50%) 4 (50%) 6 (37.5%) 
Previous exp. 1 (25%) 4 (50%) 1 (25%) 6 (37.5%) 
Short distance 2 (50%) 3 (37.5%) 1 (25%) 6 (37.5%) 
Other 2 (25%) 2(12.5%) 
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